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Large discrepancies between interpolation methods
and spatial rainfall field! 
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Example C-Band Radar Product at MoHP
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Sklar (1959): For any bivariate distribution function FXY(x,y) with 
univariate marginal distribution functions FX(x) and FY(y) there exists a 










When pdf c is known, pdf of bi/multi-variate F(x,y) is given by
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pdf of Copula
(copula density)
pdfs of marginal distributions
Joint density can be written as product of marginal densities 
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Produce Copula Parameter Map
Step 1: For one specific rain gauge and the corresponding radar grid cell 




u: CDF value of radar








Produce Copula Parameter Map
Step 2: For one specific rain gauge and all the other radar grid cells 
(positive pairs), the Gumbel Copula parameter can also be calculated to 










31 Theta maps 
from 31 gauges
Maximum Theta
Sample of mean pseudo-
observations (rank space) 
Back Transformation 
(data space)
Simulated pseudo-observation field of precipitation (data space)
Copula maps





































Point Wise Validation-Maximum Theta







Munich City 0.56 1.87
Analysis done for altogether 31 stations ... summer, 05 to 08, wet days only
Results and Conclusions
Copula-based approach for simulation of precipitation pseudo-
observation fields assimilating data from radar and gauge.
Reasonable representation of precipitation: Simulated fields combine 
advantages of radar spatial patterns and qualified point information 
from gauges. 
Purely statistical approach: can be used for data sparse regions and 
complex terrain
Results strongly affected by estimation of marginal distributions, 
here: fixed distribution used
Thank you!
